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Contents price (Required only when subscribing for the first time)

[Complete collection purchase]
- Gunsho Ruiju series (133 volumes containing) 1,500,000 yen

[Partial collection purchases]
- Gunsho Ruiju (30 volumes containing) 400,000 yen
- Zoku Gunsho Ruiju (86 volumes containing) 800,000 yen
- Zoku Zoku Gunsho Ruiju (17 volumes containing) 300,000 yen

*Customers who do not subscribe to JapanKnowledge Lib are required to pay a 15,000 yen (plus tax) fee for registration and initial configuration, and an annual system access fee. (Required only when subscribing for the first time. Not required for JapanKnowledge Lib members.) For further details please contact us.

*With purchases image data of the entire collection will be delivered on media.
*Concerning system requirements, please confirm at the JapanKnowledge Lib website.
*Services and costs are subject to change without prior notice.

Invitation for a FREE trial

Please subscribe for the trial edition. You can use the collection for 1 month at no cost. The Registration Form can be downloaded from the websites below.

- Yagi Shoten Website https://company.books-yagi.co.jp/publishing

Available in Print On Demand (POD) Editions

- The complete Gunsho Ruiju, Zoku Gunsho Ruiju, and Zoku Zoku Gunsho Ruiju collections (totalling 133 volumes) available respectively as POD edition.
- Gunsho Ruiju (30 vol.) and Zoku Gunsho Ruiju (86 vol.) book sizes (formerly B6) have been enlarged to A5 page dimensions. Books bound in easy-to-use soft cover (formerly hard cover and boxed).
- For further details concerning price and collection contents, please go to the Yagi Book Store website (https://company.books-yagi.co.jp/publishing).

Indispensable for Japan studies researchers - A major archival collection – Now available with full text search!

The Gunsho Ruiju series
Online 133 volumes containing 3,750 catalogued sources

Manuscripts from ancient through the end of the early modern periods in categories covering history, literature, religion, language, customs, art, music, and more, contained in this major collection are digitized and available with full text search function.

Gunsho Ruiju
133 volumes containing, 1,276 digitally compiled books and sources. <Original text> Published by Zoku Gunsho Ruiju Kansei kai, 3rd revised edition 5th printing (1983-)

Zoku Gunsho Ruiju
69 volumes containing, 2,128 digitally compiled books and sources. <Original text> Published by Zoku Gunsho Ruiju Kansei kai, 3rd revised edition 6th printing (1985-)

Zoku Zoku Gunsho Ruiju
17 volumes containing, 350 digitally compiled books and sources. <Original text> Published by Zoku Gunsho Ruiju Kansei kai, 3rd printing (1978-)

- Most recent revised edition in shinji (current kanji) texts available with full text search.
- Images of original pages viewed in clear detail. The texts are available for copying.
- Bibliographical information including category, source title, authorship and content (year of transcription, original book information of reprinted version) accompany each entry facilitating searches.
- Convenient cross-referencing with other JapanKnowledge Lib digital contents.
- Excellent for library referencing. Use as index for hard copy collections.
1. **Features of Content**
   - Authoritative collection of classical Japanese culture in digitized format.
     - Manuscripts compiled categorically and indispensable for various fields of study. Now available as JKBooks (e-book platform).

2. **Corpus contains documents from a large number of sources in multiple genres and historical periods.**
   - Manuscripts collected from various fields starting from the ancient period to the end of the early modern Japan.
     - <Zoku-zoku Gunsho Ruiju> (subjects) Biographies, Legal system, Geography, Education, Religion (more).

3. **Contains many original and rare manuscripts found only in this collection.**
   - Based on compiler Hanawa Hokichi’s objective to include scattered and easily lost documents, the present collection contains many important and rare documents only found here.

4. **Latest revised edition accessible with state of art imaging.**
   - Latest revised edition used as source. Rare manuscripts in best condition made available.

---

**[Gunsho Ruiju] Zoku Gunsho Ruiju**

Compiled and edited by Hanawa Hokichi, these collections are considered basic and important for study. Gunsho Ruiju holds 1,276 sources and Zoku gunsho Ruiju contains 2,128. He made a comprehensive search and categorization, focusing on scattered and rare documents from ancient to early modern periods, covering topics on legal codes, politics, economy, education, morality, religion and more.

**[Zoku zoku Gunsho Ruiju]**

Published in Meiji 40 (1907) by Kokusho Kankokai, the content is divided into 10 sections including ritual systems, biographies, records, legal institutions, and others. It holds many new additions not found in the earlier collections, of classical texts, old records, and classical studies written and edited in the Edo period. These number approximately 350 books considered important and necessary for various research fields, many are only found in print form in this collection. Total 17 volumes.

---

**Simple Search Operation**

**STEP 1: Full text Search**

Entire collection digitally processed and capable to execute Full-Text search with shinji (current kanji). Kanji data search performed using JIS4 text code.

**Remarkable Point**

Enter search words. Search conducted in text body as well as subject summary.

**STEP 2: Search Results**

Search results of all 3,750 manuscripts are shown.

Limiting to particular categories or using information in subject summaries can narrow searches.

**Remarkable Point**

Search results displayed and listed according to sources. Search words are highlighted.

**Remarkable Point**

Displayed text data can be copied for citation.

**STEP 3: Image and Text Display**

Choose and click desired text, a clear PDF image is displayed. Search words highlighted. Expand or decrease image size. Text files of page images can be copied as text data, full-page print outs are possible.
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